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Abstract
Background: Due to the wide spread of cannabis use in the world, the adverse effects of
cannabis use on the neurocognitive functions has attracted the interest of researchers and the
number of research on the topic has increase. Despite the high prevalence of drug use among
young people, studies that focus on the chronic use are still incipient and their results are
inconsistent. Aim: To undertake systematic literature review of studies that assess the
neurocognitive effects of chronic cannabis use, comparing the findings among adults and
adolescents. Methods: There were found 644 studies, of which only 9 complied with the
acceptance criteria. Results: The studies were grouped the studies in adolescents (2 studies) and
adults (7 studies) and analyze in categories that comprise the most common neurocognitive
domains, displaying only the significant results. Seven areas have been assessed, six for studies
with adults and five studies with adolescents. In general, the studies showed negative effects on
the use of cannabis in all areas studied. Conclusion: The studies focused, in its entirety, the
residual effects of the drug, consistently exploited, not occurring studies that assessed the effects
of consumption in long term that would be more appropriate for the investigation of chronic use.
The results show the need for further studies with adolescents and studies that assess the effects
of chronic cannabis use during development.
Keywords: cannabis, neuropsychological tests, neuropsychology, review.
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(Artamendi Fernandez-Fernandez-Hermida,

Introduction

Secades- Villa, & Garcia-Portilla, 2011).
Cannabis ranks as one of the most
consumed illicit drug in the world (European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug
Addiction, 2014; United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime, 2014). Global estimates of
cannabis use point between 125 and 227
million

users

worldwide

(European

Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug
Addiction, 2014), only in Europe, 14.6
million young people (15-34 years) have
used the drug (United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime, 2014). The prevalence of
cannabis use is located around 2.7% to
3.8%, the highest recorded prevalence above
the prevalence of opiates, cocaine and
ecstasy. Among the dependence of capacity
of other substances, it is estimated that
cannabis presents a low disability (below
five per million). Moreover, cannabis has a
low risk for other health problems (United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2014).
Despite the high prevalence of cannabis use,
not all of your users have problems. The
reason

the

probability

set

for

The substance of most psychotropic activity
of cannabis, delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC), is involved in a number of changes
and symptoms. intoxication are checked,
sedation,

changes

in

anxiety

levels,

neurocognitive and psychotic symptoms.
The frequency of these changes depends on
the frequency of use, age of onset and
genetic

characteristics

of

users

(Bhattacharyya et al, 2009; Bhattacharyya et
al.,2012; Bhattacharyya & Sendt, 2012;
Cousijn, et al., 2012; Di Forti, et al, 2012.;
Morrison, et al, 2011.; Moore, et al., 2007;
Swendsen, et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2008).
Changes in learning are closely associated
with

the

modulation

promoted

by

endocannabinoids receptors, which have a
key activity for the synaptic regulation
throughout the central nervous system as is
the receptor for cannabinoid 1 (CB1) the
most abundant receptor in the brain (Heifers
& Castillo, 2009; Morrison, et al., 2011;
Terry, et al., 2009).

the

development of schizophrenia at any time

A few decades ago, studies that

after consumption, is 6.7 to subjects who

address

had consumed cannabis more than 50 times,

cannabis use have being done, when

observing

considered as a whole, show that evidences
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the

dose-dependent

effect

the

neurocognitive

effects

of
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have been accumulated about the existence

aims to review critically studies evaluating

of harmful effects on memory, attentiveness,

changes in neurocognitive functioning of

inhibitory control, the executive functions

regular

and making decisions.

contemporary

In general, these

marijuana

users,

criteria

following

of

the

a

studies,

studies focus on the findings of the effects of

discussing the persistence of cognitive

acute intoxication, since studies on the long-

deficits and their possible implications,

term effects are inconsistent. Some factors

making a comparison of findings in adults

that may contribute to inconsistency are

and adolescents.

differences

in

the

demographic
Methods

characteristics of the populations studied,
methodological
application

of

differences

in

neurocognitive

the
tests,

Research
publications

Strategy:

surveys

were

scientific
conducted

variations in drug use patterns and possible

through the electronic databases Medline

comorbidities (Solowij & Pesa, 2010). The

and LILACS during the period 2009 to

intensity of effects can be related to the early

2014. The following descriptors were used:

onset, pointing to the existence of an

cannabis,

increased vulnerability time window during

neuropsychol*,

adolescence (Meier et al, 2012;. Pope, et al.,

executive functioning, memory measures,

2003).

learning,

attention

trilingual

sample

The studies on the adverse effects
of cannabis have stated that long-term use
can

lead

to

dependence

,

which

is

characterized by impaired control over the
use of cannabis and difficulties to cease use
despite damage ( Hall & Degenhardt , 2009;
Volkow , Baler , Compton, & Weiss , 2014).
Since adolescence comprises a period of
increased vulnerability to brain development
( Malone & Hill , 2010), and due to the
scarcity of studies comparing the findings of
adulthood to adolescence findings, this study

REVIEW

marijuana,
Cognit

and

marihuana,
*,

assessment,

impulsivity.

studies

A

(Portuguese,

Spanish and English) was adopted.
Selection criteria: All studies were
included according to the PRISMA protocol.
A total of 9 studies was obtained. They
included studies that explicitly obeyed the
following criteria: Inclusion criteria: Use of
neuropsychological tests involving chronic
cannabis users; Inclusion of a group of
cannabis users individuals who were not
users of other psychoactive substances in
abstinence period (control group). Exclusion
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any

preclusion). They were collected statistically

disorder following the classification of

significant data for each measured variable,

DSM-IV (except for behavior disorder,

taking care to check if there was some

disorder of alcohol and nicotine due to the

correction for multiple comparisons in order

fact the high level of comorbidity); Studies

to avoid bias.

involving participants who had head trauma
history, loss of consciousness for significant

Results

time and use of psychotropic drugs; Studies

They found 644 studies that have

that tested the effects of acute cannabis

gone through an evaluation primarely by

intoxication or derivatives; Studies including

analyzing their titles and abstracts. This

neuroimaging techniques.

selection discarded 635 studies, for non-

Data collection: The data collection

compliance with the selection criteria. From

process was conducted by two reviewers

these studies, 468 did not meet the inclusion

independently, meetings were held for

criteria, 95 had some of the exclusion

exhibition, meeting the data collected

criteria and 72 were revisions. Of the

separately and satisfaction evaluation of the

publications found, 9 were classified by

selection criteria. Articles were extracted the

addressing

author's name and year of publication, data

These studies were divided according to the

subjects (sample size, gender and age

age of the participants in adult studies (7

group), data of cannabis use (frequency of

studies)

use,

of

considering individuals teenagers under 18

abstinence), type of neuropsychological test

years). Within the above two groups, they

performed and what the variables measured,

were divided in cognitive domains. Data on

exclusion

the study can be seen in Tables 1 and 2.

age

of

onset

criteria

and

duration

(comorbidities,

neurological diseases and other diseases

REVIEW

neurocognitive

and

adolescents

functioning.

(2

studies,
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Studies evaluating the effects of chronic

consumption in the period of the last year,

cannabis use in adults

regardless of cannabis use, works as
impoverishment predictor of CVLT II

The

results

were

subdivided

Delayed Memory.

according to the neurocognitive domains,
namely:

Decision

making:

Grant

Attention /speed of information

Chamberlain, Schreiber & Odlaug (2012)

processing: According Thames, Arbid, &

used the Cantab instrument, using the

Sayegh

Cambridge Gamble Test sub-test (CGT),

performances best users in WAISR Digit

which assesses the decision and risk taking.

Symbol tests and Symbol Search, and

It was found that users took less rational

impaired performance was associated with

decisions than the controls. According to

the amount of times was the use of cannabis,

Gonzalez et al. (2012), the poor performance

establishing a negative relationship. Lisdahl

in the test Iowa Gamble Test (IGT) was

& Price (2012) used the Ruff 2 & 7 test to

significantly associated with alcohol use in

measure the speed components of attention

past 24 months and with a greater number of

and accuracy of attention, and users had

cannabis dependence symptoms.

worse performance than controls. Control of

(2014),

the

controls

had

gender, IQ, depressive symptoms, body
Learning and memory: Gonzales
et al, (2012) using two of the sub-tests
HVLT-R, the Total Recall Immediate and
Delayed Recall, managed to find significant
differences between the user and control
groups. According to the authors, the use of
nicotine in the past 24 months was
significantly

associated

with

a

poor

performance in HVLT-R Total Immediate
Recall.

Lisdahl & Price (2012) showed

significant differences between users and
controls for CVLT-II test, using the sub-tests
iMediate Memory and Delayed Memory and
Recognition Memory. The high alcohol

REVIEW

mass index, use of alcohol and other drugs
in the last year, in addition to the high
consumption of cannabis showed these
factors as predictors for a poor rate of
sustained attention. In a study by Bosker et
al. (2013), the ability to divide attention
between

two

tasks

performed

simultaneously was tested, the DAT. In this
study, the test was undertaken on three
occasions: on the first, on the eighth day,
sometime in the interval between 14 and 16
and sometime in the interval between 21 and
23 withdrawal. The result for users was
better gradually in the second, third and
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fourth moments from the first day, and the

that early onset group had significantly poor

result of this group was lower than the

performance compared to the early and late

independent control of withdrawal time.

groups control. Regarding the Stroop test,
Gruber, Sagar, Dahlgren, Racine, & Lukas

Working

memory:

Thames,

Arbid , & Sayegh (2014 ) used the Stroop
Color Test - Word, letters following sub test number and the WAIS -R for measuring
the verbal working memory, and found
significant

differences

between

groups.

According Thames, Arbid , & Sayegh
(2014), recent users performed worse in tests
compared with older users and controls , and
demonstrated a negative association between
the number of times that cannabis was used
with neurocognitive performance.

Silveri, Dahlgren & Yurgelun-Todd (2011)
applied the WCST, and the result showed
that users committed more errors, set of
losses and total losses than controls. Early
onset users also showed more damage than
the controls with respect to complete
categories, perseverant errors, total errors, a
set of losses and total losses. Fontes et al.
(2011) applied the same test and got similar
results among early-onset users and control
persevering

errors

and

completed

categories. Regarding the FAB test that
evaluates factors similar to those evaluated
by the WCST, Fontes et al. (2011) found

REVIEW

found

a

significant

difference

between early-onset and user control for
read errors of commission of words,
accuracy

and

errors

of

commission.

Thames, Arbid, & Sayegh (2014) found
through the Stroop test the user group,
whether recent or old users, has performed
worse than the control.

Sources et al.

(2011) also applied the Stroop test and
obtained results similar to those obtained by
Gruber et al. when compared early-onset
users with controls.

Executive functioning: Gruber,

for

(2012)

Thames, Arbid, & Sayegh (2014)
found that the old and new users had
significantly

worse

performance

than

controls in relation to test scores Trail
Making Part B. The amount of times that
cannabis was used was negatively associated
with all the measures of this cognitive
domain. The sub-pattern Cantab instrument,
One-Touch Stocking of Cambridge, was
used by Grant, Chamberlain, Schreiber, &
Odlaug (2012) and as a result, showed that
users required a significantly greater number
of attempts that controls to obtain correct
answers. The COWAT test was undertaken
by Gruber et al. in order to verify the ability
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to produce words under strict conditions.

the start day. The results of users, compared

This test showed that early-onset users

to the control, were lower at all times.

generated significantly fewer words than
early users later. Lisdahl & Price (2012)

Studies evaluating the effects of chronic
cannabis use in adolescents

used the subtests Trail Making Test Ruff
2&7 - Part B, Verbal Fluency, Fluency

The

results

were

subdivided

Design and Colour Word Interference Test

according to the neurocognitive domains,

D-KEFS for the measurement of executive

namely:

functioning. In this study, users had worse
performance than the control group for all

Decision-making: In their study

sub-tests, showing a loss of executive

Dougherty et al. (2013) used two tests for

functioning.

With gender control, IQ,

the measurement of the decision and risk-

symptoms of depression, body mass index,

taking, the ID / ED and IGT. Comparing the

use of alcohol and other drugs in the last

user and control groups, Dougherty et al.

year and the high consumption of cannabis,

achieved a significantly higher decision

it was found that were predictors of poor

making error rate than controls for both

performances

tests.

sequencing

ability,

psychomotor speed and accuracy cognitive
inhibition. The accuracy of Design Fluency
was the only significant result to establish a
relationship

between

abstinence

and

cognitive functioning.

Learning

and

Memory:

Dougherty et al. (2013) used the B-P tests
(Total Recall) to assess short-term memory
and BSRT test to assess learning and
transfer to long-term memory. The results

Performance engine: In your study,

show that users had significantly poorer

Bosker et al. (2013) used the CTT test to

performance than controls. The number of

measure the ability to control an error signal

cigarettes smoked in the last year and the

shown in a compensatory track test of the

number of alcoholic drinks consumed in the

first order. In this test, users have played

last year were significantly related to the

better after the eighth day after the interval

performance of B-P Total Recall test.

between 14 and 16 and after the interval
between 21 and 23 abstinence in relation to

REVIEW

Attention

/

Speed

of

Information Processing: Dougherty et al.
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(2013) used to measure sustained attention

compared to the control. The poor results of

two instruments, the Cantab and IMT. For

the ICC test were associated with the high

both tests, the performance of users was

number of cigarettes smoked in the last year

significantly poorer

and consumed alcoholic drinks in the last

than

the controls.

Hanson et al. (2010) undertook Ruff 2 & 7

year.

test to verify the visual attention and
Discussion

information processing speed. In this test,
users were significantly less accurate than

None of the studies included in

the controls in the first and third sessions

this review aimed to assess the effects of

and in the second session there was a

chronic

marginal result.

discontinuity of the drug, which prevented

Working memory: The study of
Hanson et al. (2010) applies the sequencing
sub-test WAIS-III of the letter-number to
measure verbal working memory in three
sessions. In this study users performed
worse than the controls in the first and
second session, however, there was a
significant difference only for the second
session. Group relations were found with
regard

to

the

variables

age

and

socioeconomic status with the WAIS -III

cannabis

use

after

a

major

the possibility of addressing the issue
excluding the residual effects of cannabis. A
study with the aim of measuring the half-life
of some toxic components of cannabis in the
blood showed that THC concentrations
measured remain in the bloodstream even
after seven days of abstinence (Karschner,
et al., 2009), while most of the studies
included in this review reports much lower
withdrawal periods this. Therefore, the
absence of studies that address the long-term
effects of cannabis use limited spectrum of

test.

damages that could be assessed.
Impulsivity: Dougherty et al.

Among the various neurocognitive

(2013 ) undertook their study in four tests to

domains are known residual effects of

measure impulsive behavior, they were :

cannabis use for attention, decision-making,

IMT, GoStop, TCIP and SKIP. In the four

impulsivity,

tests, the results showed a significant

fluency and executive functions. The term

difference between groups, pointing to the

residual effects may extend for several days

group of users such as greater impulsivity

(for 20 days), but in most cases, these effects

REVIEW

working

memory,

verbal
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occur at an initial period in relation to

withdrawal period, with psychomotor losses

discontinue the use and display of reduced

throughout the study period, suggesting the

intensity effects. These effects are generally

harmful effects extend beyond the period of

more intense in users who have a pattern of

residual effect of the drug, but without

heavy use and are consumers for a longer

evaluating the long-term effects.

time (Crean, Crane, & Mason, 2011).

For better control of confounding

However, the studies included in the review

variables, studies should include tools for

confirmed many neurocognitive changes

measuring symptoms of withdrawal, for

attributed to residual effects in the areas

example, the symptoms present in the

already mentioned, contributing to increase

second stage of addiction, called the

the list of neurocognitive damage in the area

withdrawal stage. The discontinuation of

of psychomotor performance (Bosker, et al.,

cannabis

2013).

emergence of anxiety symptoms (Bonn-

use

is

associated

with

the

In review, the problem of cannabis

Miller & Moos, 2009) and depression

use by drivers was treated, and illustrated

(Graaf, et al., 2010) withdrawal phase

the need for more studies on the effects of

characteristics. The occurrence of these

cannabis use being illustrated the need for

changes is

more studies on the effects of cannabis on

neurocognitive

psychomotor performance. This study comes

memory and attention (Beblo, Sinnamon, &

to present as an alternative a period of rest

Baune, 2011). Of the included studies (9

prior to the direction between 3 and 4 hours

studies), only 4 states included instruments

after the use of cannabis to avoid the effects

for measuring depression (Gonzalez, et al.,

of acute drug intoxication (Armentano,

2012; Gruber, Sagar, Dahlgren, Racine, &

2013).

Lukas, 2012; Hanson, et al., 2010; Lisdahl
Confronting these arguments with

commonly associated with
impairment,

notably

on

& Price, 2012) and 3 states included

the results obtained by Bosker et al. (2013),

instruments

it is evident that the harmful effects of

(Gonzalez, et al., 2012; Gruber, Sagar,

chronic cannabis use occur in a period that

Dahlgren, Racine, & Lukas, 2012; Hanson,

goes beyond the immediate hours after using

et

the drug. The Bosker study et al. followed

neurocognitive effects of major depression

chronic

disorder are not yet fully elucidated,

REVIEW

cannabis

users

for

a

23-day

al.,

for

2010).

measuring

Knowledge

anxiety

about

the
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requiring

tightening

these

neuronal circuits, including the cingulate

studies

gyrus, cortex dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(Mcclintock, Husain, Greer, & Cullum,

and frontal lower, regions related to

2010). On the other hand, are well-known

disturbed

effects of anxiety on cognitive domains such

Volkow, 2010).

as attention, working memory and executive

A

symptoms

in

to

control
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neurocognitive

inhibitory

study

control

of

changes

(Koob

&

in

the

functions on the model of the Attentional

microstructure of white matter showed that

Control Theory (Ansari & Deraskshan,

there was an association between the

2011).

fraction anisotropy (FA), general diffusivity
With respect to higher rates of

and trace the presence of impulsivity. These

mood changes in cannabis users, the

data

literature shows a modest excess cases of

including the front bilateral regions. The

major

users

results of this study showed a positive

compared to nonusers. In relation to the fact

correlation between impulsivity and left

that the age of onset of cannabis use have an

frontal FA values and an inverse correlation

effect on an increase in depressive phases,

between

there was no statistical difference between

According to this study, the early use may

early adopters (began use in adolescence)

be related to reduced FA and high diffusivity

and late users (began use in adulthood) in

that contribute to the difficulty of use and

with respect to their depressive phases can

discontinued use of cannabis (Gruber,

not be confirmed this hypothesis (Fairman &

Silveri, Dahlgren, & Yurgelun-Todd, 2011).

Anthony, 2012). On the other hand, several

However, the measuring instrument used by

studies involving the use of cannabis and

that study is a self-report questionnaire of

cannabis use disorder with anxiety ( Kedzior

impulsivity (Barratt Impulsivity Scale - BIS

& Laeber, 2014). The results related to

) and, according to the literature, the result

inhibitory control may also suffer influence

of this type of instrument may not correlate

of withdrawal symptoms as drug addiction

with the findings of neurocognitive tests.

comprises impulsive and compulsive effects.

Different methodologies measured different

Characteristically

of

dimensions of impulsivity (Wu, et al., 2009).

stage

In the studies included in this review, the use

depression

addiction,

called

in

the
the

cannabis

third

phase

concern

/anticipation, involves changes in complex

REVIEW

of

were

calculated

impulsivity

self-report

for

with

6

locations

the

questionnaires

trait.

to
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impulsiveness was not prevalent practice,

early and do not have proper control for

only 3 studies showed the use of BIS

variable alcohol consumption, but provide

(Dougherty, et al., 2013; Gonzalez, et al.,

benefits to show a loss in fronto-parietal

2012; Gruber, Sagar, Dahlgren, Racine, &

circuit

Lukas, 2012). As expected there were no

mechanism complicated by the use of

correlations

substances.

between

BIS

and

neurocognitive results for impulsiveness.

and

suggest

neuroadaptive

Neurocognitive damage caused by

The results found in the studies

chronic cannabis use in adults have been

included in this review corroborate studies

widely studied in recent decades, however,

on white matter of the brain of adolescents.

knowledge

In one study it was observed changes in the

adolescents is still incipient. Other insights

white matter of adolescents with high FA in

into the harmful effects of cannabis in adults

the right occipital regions, the internal

have been fomented in these studies, the

capsule

longitudinal

subjects of the studies are grouped according

fasciculus. With the average diffusivity, the

to the time of onset of drug use, namely in

increase was more evident in the right

early onset period (before age 17) and period

occipital lobe, while the left inferior

late start. These studies have helped to

longitudinal fasciculus showed low average

determine the existence of a time window of

diffusivity (Bava, Jacobus, Mahmood, Yang,

greater vulnerability of the brain to the

& Tapert, 2009). In another study on quality

effects

of white matter in adolescents, it was found

development.

that FA in the temporal areas are related to

commonly seen in adolescents, are changes

depletion of attention, working memory and

in attention, verbal learning and memory,

processing speed. There was also a positive

sequencing capacity, psychomotor speed,

association between FA in the occipital

executive functions and working memory

region, working memory and visuomotor

(Jacobus, Bava, Cohen-Zion, Mahmood, &

sequencing complex, on the other hand,

Taperta, 2009). Our analysis has confirmed

there was a negative association between FA

the greatest number of studies involving

in previous regions and verbal memory

adults (7 items) compared to studies

performance (Bava, Jacobus, Mahmood,

involving adolescents (2 studies). It was also

Yang, & Tapert, 2010). Both studies are

verified grouping subjects according to the

REVIEW

and

the

upper

of

about

such

cannabis
Among

damage

throughout
the

in

its

changes
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start time of the drug in early-onset and late-

In conclusion, this review has

onset groups groups (2 studies). In these

assembled a set of studies that have been

studies, it was found that early onset users

effective in measuring only the changes

performed worse than the control and late-

resulting from the residual effects of

onset

executive

cannabis use, as well explored, while the

functioning, which can be justified by a

long-term effects that characterize the

higher risk for neurocognitive damage

cumulative damage of the drug in the body

caused by cannabis in the early periods of

were not achieved.

brain development (Fontes, et al., 2011;

confounding variables still occurs in these

Gruber, Sagar, Dahlgren, Racine, & Lukas,

studies

2012). Overall, changes could be seen in all

standardization effort to avoid biases and the

of the above neurocognitive domains for

establishment of more stringent criteria for

adults, while for teenagers changes were

the allocation of the sample. The studies

observed in 5 of the above areas, there is no

showed

data

domains

users

to

in

the

domain

psychomotor

performance

in

adolescents.

and

if

changes

A large number of

necessary

make

a

in

several

cognitive

correlated

with

several

demographic variables and can be checked

A new agenda for research on the

more severe damage due to the early onset

effects of cannabis has been proposed. In

of drug use.

this new approach, based on observation of

need for further studies to investigate the

dose-related

effects

cognitive

impairments

in

of

The authors emphasize the

chronic

in

adolescents

and memory functions, the goal is to check

advance in order to determine the effects of

factors that begin to interfere with adherence

cannabis on the neurocognitive functioning

to

throughout development.

(Sofuoglu,

Sugarman,

&

future

use

attention, working memory, verbal learning

treatment

and

cannabis

systematization

Carroll, 2010). The longitudinal studies
aimed at monitoring of possible cognitive
impairment in users that predispose them to
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